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Let PGL(2, q) act in the natural way on the four-sets and the five-sets in 
PG( 1, q). We determine the number of orbits of any given size and use this to 
construct some 3-designs on q + 2 points. 
NOTATIONS 
X = GF(q) U {co}, q a prime power; G = PGL(2, q). G acts sharply 3- 
transitively on X as the group of fractional linear transformations. Instead of 
X-B (ax + b)/(cx + d) we shall write (ax + b)/(cx + d). The subgroup of G 
generated by g, , g, ,... will be denoted by (g,, g, ,... ). For a finite set Y, let 
Y”’ = {V E Y 1 1 VI = i} and 2’ = UrEO Y”‘. G acts in a natural way on each 
XI” (i = 1, 2,..., q + 1) and partitions XI” into a collection X”‘/G of orbits. 
P and G, denote the orbit and the stabilizer of V, respectively. Any orbit 
P, 1 VI ) 3, contains an element of the form { 03,0, I,...) since G acts 3- 
transitively on X. (1) 
The cross-ratio of an ordered four-set (x, ,x2, x3, xq) in X is 
d(x, , x1, xj , XJ = (x1 - x3) (x2 - x4)/(x, - x.,) (x2 - x3). It is well known 
that d(x1,xz,x3,xq)EX- (co,O, 1) and also that d(x1,xz,x3,xJ= 
d(y, , y, , y3, y4) if and only if there is g E G such that gxi = y, 
(i = 1,2, 3,4). (2) 
CROSS-RATIO ENUMERATION 
Since the results up to Table I depend largely upon [ 11, we shall restrict 
ourselves to a summary exposition without complete proofs. Let r= 
G,,,o,,, = {x, l/x, 1 -x, 1 - l/x, x/(x - l), l/(1 - x)}; let a E X. The orbit 
of a under r will be denoted by 6, and we define x = { 6 1 a E X - { co, 0, 1 } }. 
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LEMMA 1. (a) The map &: X14’/G + x, given by {a, b, c, d}G + 
d(a, b, c, d), is wefi defined and bijective. 
(b) For any TE Xt4’ one has 1 PI = 1 GI . &(P)l/24. 
The proof can be based on two facts. Firstly, & = UnESr {d@u, nb, nc, 
nd)j with T= {a, b, c, d) and S, the symmetric group of T. Secondly, take T 
of the form {co, 0, 1, d} (allowed by (I)), then it is not hard to show that 
any R ~5 S, which is induced by some element of G, can be written as z = KY 
with K E {x, d/.x, d( 1 - x)/(d - x), (d - x)/( 1 - x)} < G, and y E rn G, = 
r n Go, ; and (b) follows. 
Note that 1 G,I > 4. If 1 G,I > 4, p will be called a short orbit. 
From now on let 2 be the map from X14’ to G that induces J0 on X’“‘/G; 
i.e., J{a, b, c, d) =&a, b, c, d). Let d be the free abelian monoid generated 
by X. Elements of li;i are formal expressions &,xmC((C)) with the m, 
nonnegative integers. Addition (symbols z, 0) is defined componentwise. 
Instead of xi mi((&)) we shall sometimes write ml((El)) @ mZ((&)) @ . . . ; 
usually terms 0.((s)) are left out. 
Any a E i@, a = Ez,zm,((6)) can be written uniquely as a sum 
Cf=, miai with each m, > 0; mi# mj (i+j); and ai = &,F,,,,=,i((Z)) 
(i = 1, 2,...,p). We shall call each miai a factor of a. 
DEFINITION 1. d=(F) = &E;F,,r, =4 ((z(T))), F s X. 
d’ is a map from 2x-+ fi extending d in the sense that z(7’) = ((z(T))), 
T E X141. (For convenience let the empty sum be 0 in Definition 1.) 
LEMMA 2. Let F E 2x, g E G. Then d=(gF) = z(F). Furthermore, if 
g E G, and one of the factors of z(F) is written as zy=, (@(Tj))) with the Tj 
d@erent four-sets in F, then g preserves { Tjl j = l,..., v). 
We omit the trivial proof. 
TABLE I 





no short orbits 
a=2 
a*+a+ l=O 






(4 - 7Y6 
(4 - 2116 
(4 - 3116 
(9 - 4116 
(4 - 5Y6 
582J31/2-4 
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THE FOUR-SETS 
By (l), each orbit in Xi4’ contains an element T = ( 00, 0, 1, a}. Here, 
2((T) = ti. If p is a short orbit, then ] E] < 6 by Lemma 1 (b). Hence a 
satisfies an equation a = ga, g E r - {x}. The five possibilities for g yield 
explicit values for a and q (see also [ 1 I). In Table I, in each case for any 
value of G, there is exactly one short orbit. 
THE FIVE-SETS 
If p = WC, we shall write I’- W. 
LEMMA 3. Let FE X1”. 
(4 IflGFl=O mod3,thenF-(co,O,l,a,a*} withaZ-a+l=O. 
(b) If]G,]-O mod 5, then F- {co,O, 1,a,a2} with a2-a- 1 =O. 
(c) Either ( G,( = 1, or ( G,( = 0 mod 2. In the latter case, 
F - (co, 0, 1, a, a’} for some a, and z(F) = 2((E)) 0 2((z)) @ ((2)). 
ProoJ: (a) Let g E G,, I(g)] = 3. The orbits of (g) in F must have sizes 
3, 1, 1. By 3-transitivity we may suppose that F 2 {co, 0, I), where gco = 0, 
g0 = 1, gl = co. Then g = l/(1 -x). If also a E F then ga = a so 
a2 - a + 1 = 0. The remaining element of F then must be the other zero -a2 
ofx2-x+l,andaxcarriesFinto {w,O,l,a,a’}. 
(b) Let g E G,, I(g)] = 5. Reasoning as in (a), one may assume that 
F = {co, 0, 1, a,/?} with gco = 0, g0 = 1, gl = a (so g = a/(a t (1 - a)~)), 
ga = /I (so j? = l/(2 - a)) and, finally, gp = co, which implies a2 - a - 1 = 0 
so/3=a2. (3) 
(c) In cases (a) and (b), a’/x stabilizes {co, 0, 1, a, a’} so G, contains 
an involution. This means that I G,] is even if it is divisible by 3 or 5. Since 
any g E GF determines a unique permutation of F, ] G,] divides 5! = 23.3.5; 
hence I G, ] is one or even. If it is even, and g E G,, I(g)] = 2, then one may 
assume F = {co, 0, 1, a, p} with {co, O), { 1, /I} and {a} orbits of (g). But this 
means that g =/3/x so /?/a = a; j3 = a*. Now z(F) follows. 
We shall call p a short orbit if ( GF] > 1, and denote {co, 0, 1, a, a’/ by 
F,. First we calculate the number of short orbits and we start with the cases 
where ] G,] > 2. As we have seen, ] G,] divides 23.3.5. 
Case (i). ]Gf] = 0 mod 3. By the proof of Lemma 3(a) (see (3)), one 
may take F= {co,O, 1, a,, a,} with a, and a, the zeroes of x*-x t 1. 
These exist in GF(q) iff q z 1 or 4 mod 6. If q is even, this means that 
F = GF(4) U {a }, q = 2** and GF = PGL(2,4) of order 60. (4) 
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Now let q be odd. One verifies that r Q GF ; we shall prove G, ( r. 
Indeed, z(F) = 2((Q) @ 3((-a,)). If 6, = -ai one has -a, E E, = {a,, aZ} 
so either a, = 0 forcing IFI < 5 or a1 t a, = 0, which is false since 
a, + a2 = 1. So 6, # -a, and by application of Lemma 2, the elements of G, 
leave invariant {co, 0, 1, a, } and {co, 0, 1, a*}, hence they stabilize 
(co,0,1,a,}~{co,O,1,a,}={co,0,1}; so G,<T and lGFl=6 (qsl 
mod 6). 
Case (ii). JG,I = 0 mod 5. By Lemma 3(b), take F = F,, 
a2 - a - 1 = 0. If q is even, we are again in situation (4); now let q be odd. 
By quadratic reciprocity, a2 - a - 1 = 0 has solutions iff q E 0, 1 or 4 mod 
5; suppose this. Then g = a/(a t (1 - a)x) belongs to GF and has order 5. 
Then, if also h E GF, g’h fixes T = { co, 0, 1, a} for some i, since (g) is tran- 
sitive on the 5 four-sets in F. Using Table I, one finds that 1 G,I = 4 unless 
aE {-1,2,f} or a2-a+ 1 =O. But a=-1 means a’=1 forcing IF1<5, 
and a = 2 yields a* - a - 1 = 0, absurd. If a = 4 and a2 - a - 1 = 0 one has 
5 = 0, so q = 5a. Then F = (co, 0, 1,3,4} and l/(2 -x) carries F into 
GF(5). Thus, G, is isomorphic to the group of the alline line over GF(5); 
/G,I = 20. 
Finally, a2 - a + 1 = 0 and a* - a - 1 = 0 yield 2 = 0 whereas q is odd. 
Now let q E f 1 mod 5, then 1 G,I = 4 and we have seen that G, = {x, a/x, 
a(x- 1)/(x-a), (x-a)/(x- l)}. S ince g’h E G, and g’ha* = a’, one must 
have g’h E {x, h,}, h, = a(x - 1)/(x - a), and I GFI = 2 I( g)( = 10 (q 3 1, 9 
mod 10). In fact, gh, = &‘g so G, ‘Y D, (the dihedral group). 
Case (iii). ( G,I = 0 mod 4. There exists S Q G,, IS I = 4. First let S be 
cyclic with generator g. Since g* # x it cannot fix three points; but then S 
must possess an orbit of size 4 in F. Hence and by triple transitivity one may 
assume that F = (00, 0, 1, a,/?} with goo =O, gO= 1, gl =a (so g= 
a/(a + (1 - a)x)) and gp = /3; ga = co (so a = 2 # 0 and q must be odd). 
Then g= 2/(2 - ) x and g/3 = j? implies /3 = i t 1, where i* = - 1 (hence, 
q E 1 mod 4). F is carried into Fi = {co, 0, 1, i, - 1 } by x - 1. Note that 
fl= FGei so the=choice=of the root of x2 + 1 = 0 is not important. By 
Lemma 1 (c), A(F) = d(I;,) = ((-i)) 0 2((i)) 0’ 2((q)) = 4((i)) 0 ((-1)) 
since -i= l/iEf. If i=T then iE {-1,2,$} so 4=-l, qz0 mod5, 
Fi- {co,O, 1,3,4}; see case (ii). If i#y, the set T= {oo,O, 1,-l} is fixed 
by GFi (Lemma 2), thus (i) is fixed, too. ( G,I can be found in Table I. If 
q z 0 mod 3, G, = PGL(2,3) of size 24 and {i} is fixed by x, -l/x and 
(x f 1 )/(rx + 1) so ( G, I = 4. For other q, I G, I = 8 and an equally simple 
calculation again shows that I G, I= 4. Secondly, suppose that S 21 K,, 
Klein’s group of order 4; generators g and h. S must have a fixed point 
a E F and (g) and (h) partition F - {a} into different sets of orbits which 
by 3-transitivity we may suppose to be ({co, O}, { 1,/3}} and {{co, l), {O,P}}, 
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TABLE II 
4 a satisfies /G,:/ E 
221 a*+a+1=0 60 15 
5.’ a~ (2,31 20 5 
(‘i’, = -1mod6 I,9 mod 10 al-a- I + l=O 1 =o 10 6 5 3
(e) = 1 mod 4; # 5.4 a2=-l 4 1 
(f) 21 a*tatl#O 4 3 
respectively, for some /3. Then g =/3/x, ga = a so p = a2. Also h = 
(x-/3)/(x- l), ha = asoa’-2a+/J=O,Itfollowsthat2(a-/?)=Osoq 
is even. 
Indeed, S fixes F, in this case. Let a,, ai be the zeroes of x2 + x + 1 if 
q = 22a. Now either F = F, - GF(4) U {co }, which implies E = ti, = ((x0, a:} 
and thus, F = GF(4) U {co } (see case (ii)); or: a & {a,,, a:}, 
F # GF(4) U {co } and we are not in case (ii), so 1 G,I & 0 mod 5. Hence G, 
fixes one of the five 4-sets in F. This 4-set must be T = {co, 0, 1, a’} since S 
is already transitive on the rest. Table I tells us that 1 G,I = 4 or 12, and 12 
occurs only if a E {a,,, ai} which is not true. Hence 1 G,I Q 4, S 6 G, so 
lG,I=4. 
Remark. Apparently, 1 G,I = 2 is excluded for even q. (5) 
In Tables II and III, we summarize our classification of all orbits P with 
I G,I > 2. Fm is an orbit representative, a as in Table II. Implicitly we have 
shown above that GF is determined up to isomorphism by its size and q. In 
Table II we show the number E of involutions in G,, which we shall need 
later on. 
Conversely, cases (a) to (f) of Table II occur for the following q (cases (a) 
to (e) only once, q given): see Table III. 
Let pi = pi(q) be the number of orbits Fq with (G,I = i. It was shown 
above that pr = 0 unless i E { 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 20, 60) and that pi E {0, 1) if 
TABLE III 
4 4 4 q mod 60 q mod 60 q mod 60 q mod 60 
2zA+‘(f? 3*l+’ / 5’“+‘(b) 1,49(c)(d)(e) 11,59 (c) 
2*“(a)(f) 3*“(c)(e) 
17,53 (e) 23,471 
5*“(b)(d) 7943 (d) 13,37(d)(e) 193 1 (c)(d) 2941 (c)(e) 
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i > 4 and q odd, or i = 60 and q even. We still have to find p, and pz (q odd) 
and p1 (q even; p2 = 0 if q is even by (5)). Obviously, 
,T,pi*lG//i= (‘l’ ), whence ~~ipi*~=qz-5q+6. (6) 
Let Q = ((F, g)l FE XI”, g E GF - {x}; g* = x}. On one hand, using Lem- 
ma 3(c), 
(7) 
where Ei is the number of involutions in G,, (G,( = i; see Table II. (Also 
note that s2 = 1.) On the other hand, 1 Ql can be computed directly. 
LEMMA 4. lQl=<q-WW (vW; lQl=(q-2)lW (w4. 
Proof: IQ/ =C ({FEX”‘I gF=F}J; summation over all involutions 
g E G. By an argument as in the proof of Lemma 3(c), one sees that any 
involution g that fixes some FE XI” is conjugate to l/x, and 
F - (co, 0, 1, a, a-‘} for some a. The stabilizer of l/x by the action of G as 
inner automorphism group of itself is easily shown to be {x, -x} U 
{ k@x + 1)/(x + /I)[ a E GF(q), /I’ # 1). Hence l/x is conjugate to 
I Gl/2(q - 1) involutions if g is odd, and I GJ/q if q is even. Such an 
involution g has two fixed points if q is odd and one if q is even; the 
remaining points are divided by (g) into (q - I)/2 2-cycles (q odd), or q/2 
2-cycles (q even). Each F fixed by g contains one fixed point and two cycles; 
it follows that ) Q I= I Gj/2(q - 1) . 2( y)= (q-3) IG)/8 for odd q and 
lQl=IGl/q.(~)=(q-2)IGl/8ifqiseven. 
Now I Ql is known, (7) becomes: 
r 8pi . .$ = q - 3 AL (4 odd) 
i>l 
=q-2 (q even). (8) 
Let p = Ci,i pi, the total number of short orbits. 
If q = 2**, (8) and Table II yield 6p, + 2p,, = q - 2. But pso = 1 SO 
p4=(q-4)/6 andp=p,+ l=(q+2)/6. 
If q = 22A+1, (5), (8) and Table II yield p =p4 = (q - 2)/6. 
If q is odd and not zero mod 5, one has similarly: 
4p, + 2p, + 4p, + 4p,, = q - 3, and p4 = 0 if q = 3 mod 4, p4 = 1 if q = 1 
mod 4. Hence p = (q- 3)/4 (q E 3 mod4); p= (q - 1)/4 (q G 1 mod 4). 
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TABLE IV 
q mod q mod q mod q mod 
4 ab q a b 60 a b 60 a b 60 a b 60 a b 
3*.‘+’ 51 3 52”+’ 75 5 1,49 139 13 11,59 99 7 17,53 51 5 23.47 51 3 
32” 99 9 5=a 115 9 7,43 91 7 13,37 91 9 19,31 139 11 29,41 99 9 
Finally, q = 5* yields p = (q - 1)/4. Now p and Table III yield p2 (q odd); 
the remaining unknown “pi” then follows from (6). For even q one finds: 
q = p+:: PI= (q - 2)(q - 8)/120; ~4 = (q - 2)/f% 
q = 2”: p, = (q - 4)(q - 6)/120, p4 = (q - 4)/6. 
When q is odd we find pi = (q2 - 20q + a)/120; p2 = (q - b)/4 with a and b 
as shown in Table IV. 
The following proposition, analogous to Lemma l(a), shows the reason 
why the number p of short orbits looks so nice. If q is odd, let V, be a 
complete set of orbit representatives of the subgroup /i = {x, -x, x-i, --x-l ) 
of G, this subgroup acting on X- (co, 0, 1, -l}. If q is even, let V, be a 
complete set of orbit representatives of r, acting on X- {co, 0, I}. One 
easily calculates 1 V,l, and it turns out that 1 V,l =p = p(q) for all q. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R = {F, la E V,}. This set R is a complete set of 
representatives of the short orbits in XI”. 
Prooj First, note that I R ( = I V, I = p. Indeed, from F, = F, (a, p E Vq, 
a # /I) it would follow that a =/I* and /3 = a’, so a3 = 1, /I = a-‘. However, 
then pEaA (qodd), /3Ear (q even) contrary to our assumptions. We 
eshowed in Lemma 3(c) that each orbit in x”’ contains some Fa, a not 
necessarily in VP. However, if q is odd the orbit contains F-,, F-, and 
F-,-, as well, these being the images of Fa under (x - a’)/(x - l), x-i, and 
(x - 1)/(x - a’), respectively. If q is even, the orbit contains Fg, for each 
g E r since ga2 = (ga)‘. S o certainly any orbit contains some F, with 
DE V,.Thus,themapF,+Z$f rom R to the set of short orbits is surjective; 
hence bijective (I R I = p). 
SOME APPLICAnONS 
DEPlNInoN 2. Let t, v, k, 1 be positive integers; v - t > k > t. A design 
t - (v, k, A) is a pair (X, D); X a v-set, D 5 X”’ such that for any T E XI”, 
I(B E D I T E B}l = A. The elements of X are called points; those of D blocks. 
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We shall use the following version of a theorem of Kramer and Mesner 
141: 
THEOREM 1. Let the group H act on the v-set Y; let D,,..., D, be some 
orbits in Ylk’ under the natural action of H, and let 0, , 0, ,... be all the orbits 
in Y”‘. Then (Y, UP= 1 Dj) is a design t-(v, k, A) provided that z=, 
uij 1 Dj//l Oi I= A for all i. Here, u,, = 1 Bj” f7 Oil with Bj an arbitrary element 
of Dj. For such a design, H is a subgroup of its automorphism group. 
(a) Theorem 1, applied to the triply transitive action of G on X, shows 
that our classilication yields all possible parameters of designs 3-(q + 1, k, d) 
with k E {4,5} and with an automorphism group containing PGL(2, q). The 
set of blocks of such a design is the union of some orbits in Xlk’ (k E {4,5}). 
The parameter Iz follows from Tables I to IV and the Kramer/Mesner 
theorem. 
(b) 3-designs on q + 2 points. 
LEMMA 5. Zf there exist designs t - (v, k - 1, A) and t - (v, k, p) and 
(k-t)u=(v-kk l)A, (9) 
then there exists a design t - (v + 1, k, A + ,a). 
Proof: Realize the designs as (Y, D) and (Y, E), respectively. Let y be a 
new symbol and take as new design: (YU (y}, E U {B U { y}l I3 ED}. 
Indeed, any t-set TZ Y U { y} is contained in A(v - t + l)/(k - t) = 13. + p 
new blocks if y E T, and obviously also in A+ ,U new blocks if y e T. 
We can apply this lemma since we have at our disposal an abundance of 
designs 3 - (q + 1,4, A) and 3 - (q + 1,5,~) (see application (a). Let Kf 
(i = 1,2,...) be some representatives of orbits in Xlk’, k = 4 and 5. By 
Theorem 1 and Table I, u, (Ky)G is the set of blocks of a design 
3 - (q + 1,4, A) with A= 24 xi l/]G#] and UI (Kf)’ yields a design 
3 - (q + 1, 5, cl), where p = 60 2, l/] G”; 1. By Lemma 5 one now constructs 
a design 3 - (q + 2,5, rl + p) whenever 
c l/]GJ= q-3 
i i 
-T WK:I’ (10) 
EXAMPLE 1. Take a sets K: with stabilizer of order 4 and b sets Kf with 
trivial stabilizer. By Tables I and IV, one can choose a and b in the ranges 
0 ,< a < (q - 7)/6, 0 < b < (q* - 20q + 5 1)/120 for any q. Condition (10) 
becomes: (q - 3) = 20b/a. The number of pairs (a, b) (between the above 
bounds) that suffice is at least [(q - 17)/w], where d = 20/GCD(20, q - 3). 
One obtains designs 3 - (q + 2,5,6(a + lob)). 
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EXAMPLE 2. q = 19. By Table I there are four orbits p in X14’, namely, 
with 1 G,I = 12 (lx), 8( lx) and 4(2x). Take a, b and c of these, respec- 
tively. There are five orbits Fc in X15’ (Tables III, IV), namely, with 1 G,I = 6 
(1 x), lO( lx), 2(2x) and 1(1x). Take d, e, f and g of these, respectively. 
Condition (10) becomes: 16(a/12 + b/8 + c/4) = 5(d/6 + e/l0 +fl2 + g/l), 
where a, b, d, e, gE {O, 1); c, fE (0, 1,2). The solutions are 
(a, b, c, d, e,f) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O), (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, I>, (0, 0, 2, 0, 1, 1, I), (0, 
1, 2, 0, 0, 2, l), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0). The last four 
solutions correspond to nontrivial designs 3 - (21,5, A), A E 
{ 18,45, 108, 135). 
(c) Let q = 2”+l, B,= (co,O, 1,/3,pt 1) and D,=Bg (j?E V,, If, as 
in Proposition 1). In [2], Alltop proves that the D, (j3 E V,) form a design 
4 - (q + 1,5,5). A short-proof using the above techniques can be given as 
follows. First note that dDs = 4(G)) @ (F)). Since these are all different, 
all the DE are different orbits. Let O,={co,O, l,a}‘; aE V,. By 
Lemma l(a), the 0, are the orbits in X 14’. By Tables I and II, ] D,( = IO, I = 
1 Gl/4. We apply Theorem 1. The condition of this theorem Leecomes here: 
c /3EVq U&B = 5, where u~;,~= IBF’ n 0,I. By the form of AD, the only 
nonzero terms on the 1.h.s. are either u,-*,- and uz,& (if &# E which is 
equivalent to I? ~2) or else: u,,,. In the first case, u,,, t us,& is the 
multiplicity of ((a)) in d=D, @ d=D&= 5((E)) @ ((2)) 0 4(($)) which is 5; 
the second case is similar. 
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